Muscarinic Receptors Control Frequency Tuning Through the Downregulation of an A-Type Potassium Current
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ELL: A Model for Understanding the Role of Muscarinic Receptors in Frequency Tuning

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that sensory neurons can give vastly different responses to the same sensory stimulus based on the behavioral context, and there is great interest in understanding the mechanisms by which this occurs (Abbott 2005).

Cholinergic pathways can regulate information processing in several brain areas (reviewed in Everitt and Robbins 1997; Sarter et al. 2005), and studies have shown that cholinergic input can enhance a neuron’s response to specific types of sensory input (Bakin and Weinberger 1996; Gu 2003; Kilgard and Merzenich 1998; Sarter et al. 2005; Tang et al. 1997; Weinberger 2003). Cholinergic input can control a cell’s firing properties in a number of different ways, possibly through the regulation of several ion channels or through the modulation of synaptic properties (review; Lucas-Meunier et al. 2003). However, direct links between the cholinergic modulation of an individual neuron and the effects that such changes would have on responses to external sensory stimuli at the systems level have been more difficult to make.

Weakly electric fish sense distortions in their self-generated electric field caused by nearby objects (Fig. 1, A and B). Electrocereptive neurons on their skin encode these perturbations through changes in firing rate (Bastian 1981), and this information is then relayed to the pyramidal cells within the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) (for a review of the electrosensory system, see Turner and Maler 1999) (Fig. 1C). The electrosensory system displays many similarities with mammalian sensory systems (Berman and Maler 1999; Krahe and Gabbiani 2004; Sadeghi et al. 2007) and benefits from detailed neuroanatomy (Maler et al. 1991), well-characterized physiology (both at the systems and single neuron level), and distinct response patterns to natural sensory input (Bastian et al. 2002; Berman and Maler 1998a–c; Chacron 2006; Chacron et al. 2005). Previous studies have shown that descending glutamatergic pathways can control pyramidal cell responses to sensory input (Chacron et al. 2005; Mehaffey et al. 2005). Here we focus on descending cholinergic input, which likely emanates from a unique pathway (Fig. 1C) (Maler et al. 1981). We show that activation of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors can increase a neuron’s response to low-frequency input through an increase in firing rate and burst fraction that is the result of the downregulation of an A-type potassium current.

METHODS

In vivo electrophysiology

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. The weakly electric fish Apterodon leptorhynchus was used exclusively in this study. Fish were housed in groups of 3–10 in 150-l tanks, water temperature was maintained between 26 and 28°C, and water resistivity varied between 2,000 and 5,000 Ωcm. Experiments were performed in a 39 × 44 × 12-cm-deep Plexiglass aquarium with water recirculated from the animal’s home tank. Animals were artificially respirated with a continuous water flow of 10 ml/min. Surgical techniques were the same as those described previously (Bastian 1996a,b), and all procedures were in accordance with animal care and use guidelines of McGill University.

Recording

Extracellular recordings from pyramidal neurons were made with metal-filled micropipettes (Frank and Becker 1964). Recording sites as determined from surface landmarks and recording depth were limited to the centrolateral and lateral segments of the ELL only. Extracellular signals were recorded at 10 kHz using a CED 1401i amplifier with spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Spikes were detected with custom-written software in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
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**PHarmacology.** Previously established micropressure ejection techniques were used to focally apply drugs within the ELL dorsal molecular layer containing the apical dendritic trees of pyramidal cells (Bastian 1993; Bastian and Nguyenkim 2001; Bastian et al. 2004; Chacron 2006; Chacron et al. 2005). Multibarrel pipettes were pulled to a fine tip and subsequently broken to a total tip diameter of 10 µm. One barrel was filled with a 1 mM solution of carbachol, the other filled with a 1 mM solution of atropine, whereas a third was filled with a 1 mM glutamate solution. After a recording from a well-isolated pyramidal cell was established, the pressure pipette was slowly advanced into an appropriate region of the ELL molecular layer while periodically ejecting “puffs” of glutamate (duration = 100 ms, pressure = 40 psi). As described previously, proximity to a recorded cell will result in short-latency excitation of that cell. After correct placement, carbachol or atropine were then delivered as a series of 10 pulses (duration = 100 ms, pressure = 40 psi). This treatment typically resulted in altered pyramidal cell activity lasting 2–3 min.

**DATA Analysis.** Responses to random AMs were accumulated as sequences of spike times for each cell. ISI sequences were computed as the time between consecutive spikes and ISI histograms were built with a bin width of 1 ms. We divided the counts by the total count number across all bins times the bin width to obtain the ISI probability density $P(i)$. We obtained a binary sequence $x(t)$ from the spike train sampled at 2 kHz. $x(t)$ and the stimulus $s(t)$ (also sampled at 2 kHz) were then used to estimate the mutual information rate density as: $I(f) = -\log2[1 - C(f)]$ (in bit per spike per Hz) (Borst and Theunissen 1999). Here $C(f) = |P_{xx}(f)P_{ss}(f)P_{xy}(f)P_{ys}(f)|,$ $P_{xx}$ is the stimulus-response coherence (Roddey et al. 2000), where $P_{xx}$ denotes the stimulus-response cross spectrum, $P_{ss}$ is the power spectrum of the stimulus, and $P_{xy}$ is the power spectrum of the spike train. All spectral quantities were estimated using multitaper estimation techniques (Jarvis and Mitra 2001). To account for the fact that the mutual information rate density increases with firing rate (Borst and Haag 2000), we normalized it by the mean firing rate $f_r$ (measured in spikes/s) during stimulation: $MI(f) = I(f)/f_r$. $MI(f)$ is thus measured in bit per spike per Hz. All values are reported as means ± SD.

**In vitro electrophysiology.**

**Preparation of slices.** Fish (A. leptorrhynchus) were obtained from local importers and maintained at 26–28°C in fresh water aquaria, in accordance with protocols approved by the McGill University Animal Care Committee. All chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise noted. Animals were anesthetized in 0.05% phenoxy-ethanol, and ELL tissue slices of 300- to 400-µm thickness were prepared as previously described (Turner et al. 1994). Slices were maintained by constant perfusion of artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF, 1–2 ml/min), and superfusion of humidified 95% O₂-5% CO₂ gas. ACSF contained (in mM) 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 25 NaHCO₃, 1.0 CaCl₂, 1.5 MgSO₄, and 25 D-glucose, pH 7.4. HEPES-buffered ACSF for pressure ejection of pharmacological agents contained the same elements, with the following differences: 148 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES.

**Recording Procedures.** Glass microelectrodes were filled with 2 M KAc (pH 7.4; 90–120 MΩ resistance). Recordings were made from the somata of pyramidal neurons in the centrolateral segment and digitized using a NI PCI-6030E DAQ board (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Intracellular stimuli were delivered, and data were recorded with Clampex 9.0 software (Axon Instruments). Cells were held at a voltage level just below firing threshold. Negative current

---

**FIG. 1.** The electrosensory system. A: weakly electric fish generate an electric field around their body to electrolocate objects. For *Apteronotus leptorhynchus*, the electric organ discharge (EOD) waveform recorded at 1 point in space is quasi-sinusoidal with a frequency of 600–1,000 Hz (green trace). B: illustration of the Global stimulation geometry used. Amplitude modulations of the animals’ own EOD are delivered via 2 silver-silver-chloride electrodes (G1 and G2) located 19 cm away on each side of the animal. The perturbations of the EOD created are roughly spatially homogeneous on the animal’s skin surface. C: illustration of the relevant circuitry. Electroreceptor afferents on the animal’s skin detect amplitudes modulations of the EOD and synapse unto pyramidal cells within the electrosensory lateral line lobe. Pyramidal cells project to the nucleus praeminentialis (NP). Bipolar cells (BP) and stellate cells feed back, from the NP unto pyramidal cells by way of the tractus stratum fibrosum (StF). Multipolar cells (MP) project to granule cells (GC) within the eminentia granularis posterior (EGP) that feed back unto pyramidal cells via parallel fibers. Finally, pyramidal cells are thought to receive cholinergic muscarinic input from eurydendroid cells within the EGP via vertical fibers. DML, dorsal molecular layer; VML, ventral molecular layer; PCL, pyramidal cell layer; PL, plexiform layer; DNL, deep neuropil layer.
injections (0.3 nA) were given every 5 s to measure resistance changes during drug application. All drugs [carbachol (1 mM), atropine (1 mM), 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 1 mM), and TEA (1 mM)] were focally ejected into the dorsal molecular layer (DML) using electrodes of 1- to 2-μm tip diameter and 7–15 psi pressure ejection. Previous studies have estimated a ~10 times dilution factor for ejected toxins (Turner et al. 1994). Pharmacological agents were dissolved in HEPES-buffered ACSF.

DATA ANALYSIS. Data were analyzed using Clampfit 9.0 software (Axon Instruments). Baseline depolarizations were measured as the difference between 1 s membrane potential averages before drug application and after a depolarization plateau had been reached. Burst fractions were the proportion of ISIs that were <10 ms, representing a previously defined burst threshold (Oswald et al. 2004). The ISI histogram (ISIH) was created from the sum of ISI events (bin width 0.5 ms) from a 1-s depolarization (0.3 nA) for three cells in which carbachol was washed out. The ISIH values were normalized as a fraction of the total event number to account for the increased firing rate after carbachol. Resistance was measured as the average hyperpolarization value 40–50 ms after a negative current injection (0.3 nA). Significance was evaluated using the Student’s t-test (P = 0.05).

ISI sequences were computed as the time between consecutive spikes, (Koch 1999). The original model (Doiron et al. 2002) comprised six fractions were the proportion of ISIs that were 10 ms, representing a ~10 times dilution factor for ejected toxins (Turner et al. 1994). Pharmacological agents were dissolved in HEPES-buffered ACSF.

Model description

We used a previously described two-compartment model of an ELL pyramidal cell (Doiron et al. 2002; Oswald et al. 2004) that contains all the essential elements to reproduce bursting seen experimentally (Doiron et al. 2001; Lemon and Turner 2000). The model neuron is comprised of an isopotential soma (s) and a single dendritic compartment that are joined through an axial resistance of 1/gd (gd: coupling conductance) allowing for the electrotonic diffusion of currents from the soma to dendrite (d) and vice versa. Both compartments contain the essential spiking currents; fast inward Na+ (I_{Na,s}, I_{Na,d}) and outward delayed rectifying (Dr) K+ (I_{Dr,s}, I_{Dr,d}) and passive leak currents (I_{leak}). The presence of spiking currents in the dendrite enables the active backpropagation of somatic action potentials required for bursting. The membrane potentials at the soma, V_s and the dendrite, V_d, are determined using a Hodgkin–Huxley like formalism (Koch 1999). The original model (Doiron et al. 2002) comprised six nonlinear differential equations. This study expands on this model by incorporating an A-type K+ current, I_{A,d}, into the dendritic compartment. We note that an A-type potassium current was previously shown previously that ISIs with a value of 10 ms were primarily

\[
\frac{dI_{iso}}{dt} = -\frac{\eta_{iso}}{\tau_{iso}} + \sqrt{D_{iso}}
\]

where \( \eta_{iso} \) is an independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit SD. Here \( S(t) \) is a time varying stimulus which is either low-pass filtered (8th order Butterworth, 120-Hz cutoff frequency) Gaussian white noise or a sinusoid with a given frequency. The parameter g is a maximal conductance \( g_{max} \), whereas m and s are activation parameters and h, n, and p are inactivation parameters.

Each is described by the following equation

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = x(V) - \frac{x}{\tau}
\]

where \( x(V) \) is the infinite conductance curve and \( \tau \) is the time constant. The infinite conductance curve is modeled as a sigmoid

\[
x(V) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-V-V_0/V_s}}
\]

and the values for \( \tau, V_{max}, k \) and \( \theta \) for each current are given in Table 1.

Other parameter values are the ratio of somatic to total area: \( \kappa = 0.8 \); the reversal potentials: \( V_{Na} = 40 \text{ mV, } V_{K} = -85 \text{ mV, } V_{leak} = -70 \text{ mV; membrane capacitance: } C_m = 1 \mu F/cm^2; g_{leak} = 0.18 \text{ mS/cm}^2; \) and \( g_{A} = 0.21 \text{ mS/cm}^2; \) time constant of the noise: \( \tau_{noise} = 20 \text{ ms; intensity of the noise: } D = 0.01 \text{ (ms)}^{-2}. \) The model equations were integrated using an Euler-Maruyama algorithm with a time step of 0.5 μs.

Results

Carbachol increases burst firing in vivo

We obtained extracellular recordings from ELL pyramidal neurons in vivo. The stimulation consisted of random amplitude modulations of the animal’s own electric field that were spatially diffuse, mimicking distortions caused by conspecifics (see Fig. 1B) (Bastian et al. 2002; Chacron 2006; Chacron et al. 2005). To look at the effects of cholinergic input onto pyramidal neurons, we used previously established pharmacological techniques (Bastian 1993; Bastian et al. 2004; Chacron 2006; Chacron et al. 2005) to apply carbachol, a cholinergic receptor agonist, within the ELL dorsal molecular layer (DML) where cholinergic binding sites are located (Phan and Maler 1983). In all cases, this led to an increased firing rate that recovered to values similar to those seen under control conditions (Fig. 2; control: 15.57 ± 6.42 Hz; carbachol: 20.12 ± 9.34 Hz; recovery: 13.56 ± 6.62 Hz). The firing rate under carbachol was significantly higher than the firing rate under control conditions (P = 0.005, paired t-test, n = 14). For the cells that were followed to recovery, the firing rate after recovery was not significantly different from the firing rate under control conditions (P = 0.35, paired t-test, n = 6).

The increased firing rate was accompanied by an increased fraction of high-frequency ISIs (<10 ms; Fig. 3A). It has been shown previously that ISIs with a value <10 ms were primarily
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control conditions (Fig. 3C; control: 0.11 \pm 0.10; carbachol: 0.24 \pm 0.15, \( P = 0.001 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 14 \)). For the cells that were followed to recovery, the burst fraction values after recovery were not significantly different from those obtained under control conditions (Fig. 3C; recovery: 0.07 \pm 0.08, \( P = 0.82 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 6 \)).

Because carbachol can activate both nicotinic and muscarinic AChRs, we applied atropine, a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor (mAChR) antagonist, to determine which receptor subtype was primarily activated. Atropine alone did not affect the firing rate (\( P = 0.56 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 5 \)) or the burst fraction (compare C and D of Fig. 3, \( P = 0.65 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 5 \)) of the pyramidal neurons. Atropine did, however, prevent the carbachol from having an effect on the firing rate (control: 12.96 \pm 3.35 Hz; carbachol following atropine: 11.58 \pm 3.58 Hz; \( P = 0.21 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 7 \)), the ISI distribution (Fig. 3B), or the burst fraction (Fig. 3D; control: 0.14 \pm 0.13; carbachol following atropine: 0.13 \pm 0.13; \( P = 0.72 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 5 \)).

Muscarinic receptor activation alters pyramidal cell tuning in vivo

To quantify the effects of mAChR activation on pyramidal neuron responses to sensory input, we used information theory (Cover and Thomas 1991; Shannon 1948) to compute the mutual information rate density between the sensory stimulus and the pyramidal cell’s spike train in response to that stimulus (Borst and Theunissen 1999). The mutual information rate density is normalized by the neuron’s firing rate and is measured in bit s\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1}\); thereby quantifying the information transmitted by each action potential as a function of frequency per unit time. Application of carbachol primarily increased the information rate density at low frequencies (Fig. 4A). We computed \( M_{\text{low}} \), the average mutual information rate density for the frequency range 0–20 Hz (Chacron et al. 2003, 2005) to assess the cell’s low-frequency response and found that carbachol led to a significant increase in \( M_{\text{low}} \) (control: 0.004 \pm 0.001 bit per spike per Hz; carbachol: 0.006 \pm 0.001; \( P = 0.009 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 14 \)). There was no significant change overall in the response to high-frequency stimuli (Fig. 4B) as quantified by \( M_{\text{high}} \), the average mutual information rate density for the frequency range 40–60 Hz (\( P = 0.52 \), paired \( t \)-test, \( n = 14 \)). Activation of cholinergic input unto pyramidal cells can thus increase their response to low-frequency sensory stimuli.

Application of carbachol in vitro increases bursting

mAChR activation has been found to alter the firing properties of individual neurons through the modulation of a number of individual ionic conductances (Akins et al. 1990; Chen and Johnston 2004; Delgado-Lezama et al. 1997; Mittmann and Alzheimer 1998; Nakajima et al. 1986; Stocker et al. 1999; Svirskis and Hounsgaard 1998; Tai et al. 2006). To determine if the effects of mAChR activation resulted from the regulation of one or several ion channels, we used an in vitro ELL slice preparation (Turner et al. 1994, 1996).

Intracellular sharp electrode recordings were obtained from ELL pyramidal neurons. Most of the pyramidal neurons recorded from spontaneously fired action potentials at their
Atropine decreases the membrane potential (ΔV), which often caused the action potential threshold to be increased by 4.2 mV; this resulted on average in a 3.8 mV depolarization of the membrane. Application of atropine (1 mM) prior to carbachol prevented this depolarization (Fig. 5B; ΔV = 76.5 ± 4.4 mV to 77.2 ± 4.2 mV; P = 0.11; paired t-test; n = 4), suggesting the effect is due in large part to mAChR activation. When applied on its own atropine had no effect on the membrane properties (data not shown). Step current injections revealed an increase in firing rate following carbachol (Fig. 5C; control: 39 ± 14 Hz; carbachol: 67 ± 23 Hz; P < 0.001; paired t-test; n = 13) as well as an increase in burst fraction (Fig. 5D; ΔVF = 0.26 ± 0.29 to 0.39 ± 0.26; P < 0.01; paired t-test; n = 13). The effects of carbachol on the in vitro slice preparations were thus found to be qualitatively similar to those obtained in vivo as, in both cases, carbachol lead to increased spiking and bursting activity and its effects were prevented by atropine.

The membrane depolarization caused by carbachol application in vitro suggests an effect on subthreshold membrane properties, which could be mediated by regulation of one or multiple ion channels. The effects of carbachol were most likely not due to voltage-gated Ca2+, high-threshold K+ or Ca2+-activated K+ channels because these channels are not typically active at these potentials. To further characterize the changes caused by carbachol, negative current pulses (0.3 nA) were applied at regular intervals to measure subthreshold membrane resistance changes in response to drug application. Carbachol increased the membrane resistance on average by 37% (Fig. 5E; control: 15.7 ± 7.1 MΩ; carbachol: 20.1 ± 7.7 MΩ; P < 0.001; paired t-test; n = 12), suggesting the down-regulation of an outward current. The carbachol effect is then unlikely to be mediated by subthreshold inward currents such as persistent sodium.

It was then hypothesized that subthreshold K+ currents were responsible for the effects of carbachol. The negative current injections showed no evidence of a depolarizing rectification characteristic of H-type currents (Ih) (Maccarelli et al. 1993), and previous studies have been unable to demonstrate the presence of H-type potassium currents in pyramidal neurons. However, evidence does exist for an A-type K+ current (IA) in pyramidal neurons (Berman and Maler 1999; Mathieson and Maler 1988), which lead us to speculate that a downregulation of IA was responsible for the effects observed.

FIG. 3. Muscarinic receptor activation leads to an increase in burst firing in vivo. A: interspike interval (ISI) histograms before (blue), during (red), and after (green) application of carbachol. Carbachol leads to an increase in ISIs <10 ms. B: ISI histograms before (blue), during (red), and after (green) application of carbachol in the presence of atropine. Atropine prevents the effect of carbachol revealing muscarinic receptor activation by carbachol. C: bar graph representing the average increase of the burst fraction (fraction of ISIs <10 ms; control: 0.11 ± 0.10; carbachol: 0.24 ± 0.15, P = 0.001, paired t-test, n = 14) after carbachol and return to control levels after recovery period. (D) Atropine prevents an increase in burst fraction for the population of cells tested.
After carbachol application and then returned to control levels (control: \( n \)-test, \( t \)-test; \( M_{\text{mutual}} \) increased after carbachol application and then returned to control levels (control: 0.004 ± 0.001 bits/spike \(^{-1}\)-Hz \(^{-1}\); carbachol: 0.006 ± 0.001; \( P = 0.009 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 14 \)).

**FIG. 4.** Muscarinic receptor activation increases the response to low-frequency sensory stimuli in vivo. \( A \): mutual information rate density for low frequencies (\( M_{\text{low}} \)). \( M_{\text{low}} \) increased after carbachol application. \( B \): bar graph showing the average mutual information rate density for low frequencies (\( M_{\text{low}} \)). \( M_{\text{low}} \) increased after carbachol application and then returned to control levels (control: 0.004 ± 0.001 bits/spike \(^{-1}\)-Hz \(^{-1}\); carbachol: 0.006 ± 0.001; \( P = 0.009 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 14 \)).

**FIG. 5.** Carbachol activates muscarinic receptors in vitro. \( A \): carbachol leads to a -4-mV depolarization of the membrane potential from a subthreshold level leading to spiking (spikes truncated at -35 mV). \( B \): atropine eliminates the effects of carbachol, suggesting mAChR activation. \( C \): ISI histogram showing an increase in ISI’s <10 ms after carbachol application. \( D \): significant increase in the burst fraction (fraction of ISIs <10 ms) after carbachol application. \( E \): carbachol also leads to an increased membrane resistance. \( F \): carbachol in the presence of atropine does not increase the membrane resistance.

**Downregulation of a 4-AP-sensitive \( K^+ \) current by muscarinic input**

To determine if the effects of mAChR activation were due to the downregulation of an A-type current, we made use of the potassium channel antagonist 4-AP. Previous results have shown that 4-AP can block the Kv1 and Kv4 channels linked to A-type currents (Coetzee et al. 1999), and 4-AP has already been shown to alter the firing properties of ELL pyramidal neurons (Mathieson and Maler 1988). If mAChR activation downregulates \( I_A \), then 4-AP should result in similar changes to the subthreshold membrane kinetics as those seen following carbachol application. When 4-AP (1 mM) was applied to the DML, the membrane potential was depolarized (Fig. 6A; 2.8 ± 0.8 mV; \( P < 0.001 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 5 \)) from a holding potential just below threshold (-73 ± 2 mV). Application of 4-AP also increased the resistance, on average, by 48% (Fig. 6B; 16.9 ± 8.9 to 23.5 ± 10.7 MΩ; \( P = 0.015 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 7 \)). Neither of the changes after 4-AP were statistically different from the changes seen after carbachol (depolarization \( P = 0.11 \); resistance \( P = 0.30 \); \( t \)-test). Because 4-AP can block a number of \( K^+ \) channels not typically associated with \( I_A \), we also used TEA to evaluate the effects of blocking these channels (Coetzee et al. 1999). TEA (1 mM) had no significant effect on the holding potential (Fig. 6C; control: -74.0 ± 1.2 mV; TEA: -74.1 ± 1.5 mV; \( P = 0.36 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 8 \)) or the membrane resistance (Fig. 6D; control: 19.8 ± 8.9 MΩ; TEA: 19.3 ± 9.7 MΩ; \( P = 0.38 \), paired \( t \)-test; \( n = 7 \)). However, when carbachol was applied after TEA, a depolar-
A reduction in first spike latency after a step depolarization (Fig. 5) along with an average 40% increase in membrane resistance (control: 17.5 ± 7.0 MΩ; TEA + carbachol: 23.8 ± 8.1 MΩ; *P* = 0.002; paired *t*-test, *n* = 5). These effects were not statistically different from those obtained with carbachol application alone (membrane depolarization *P* = 0.22; resistance *P* = 0.12; *t*-test). Importantly when 4-AP was applied after carbachol, it did not lead to a further depolarization or change in membrane resistance when the membrane potential was reset to precarbachol values (−73.1 ± 2.5 to −72.8 ± 2.6; *P* = 0.18; 25.8 ± 3.8 to 25.6 ± 3.9 MΩ; *P* = 0.35; *n* = 7). The similarities between the effects of carbachol and 4-AP suggest that the effects of mAChR activation by carbachol are mediated by the downregulation of K+ channels that are blocked by 4-AP and not TEA, as those linked to *I*ₐ.

In ELL pyramidal neurons, the 4-AP-sensitive A-type K+ current was previously shown to control the first spike latency following a step depolarization (Mathieson and Maler 1988). The latent period is controlled by the membrane potential value preceding the depolarization as more hyperpolarized levels will remove the inactivation of *I*ₐ and thereby increase first spike latency (Connor and Stevens 1971; McCormick 1991; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999). Similar control of first spike latency was shown for ELL pyramidal neurons (Doiron et al. 2002; Oswald et al. 2004). We mimicked the effects of carbachol and 4-AP in the model by setting the maximum conductance of the A-type current to zero from its control value (2 mS/cm²). This resulted in a ~5-mV depolarization of the membrane potential (holding potential = −73 mV) that induced spiking (Fig. 8A). The membrane resistance was larger by 33% without *I*ₐ similar to the effects obtained in vitro with carbachol or 4-AP application (compare Figs. 8B with 5E and 6B). We also obtained a greater first spike latency following a step depolarization with *I*ₐ present (Fig. 8, C and D; with *I*ₐ: 79.26 ± 15.64 ms; without *I*ₐ: 11.34 ± 5.56 ms). Finally, the model neuron had a much greater tendency to burst without *I*ₐ (Fig. 8E). This was quantified by the burst fraction (Fig. 8F), which was much greater without *I*ₐ (with *I*ₐ: 0.02; without *I*ₐ: 0.35). Therefore our results show that the removal of an *I*ₐ current in a model pyramidal cell can account for all the effects observed with carbachol and 4-AP application in vitro.

To understand how *I*ₐ affects signal transmission, we used noise current injections in the model to mimic sensory stimulation in vivo as done previously (Oswald et al. 2004). It was found that *I*ₐ significantly reduced the model neuron’s response to low-frequency input, consistent with the in vivo results (Fig. 9A). To understand this effect, we used sinusoidal current injections of different frequencies. For 1 Hz, it was found that removal of *I*ₐ had little effect on the firing rate (Fig. 9B).
9, B and C). This can be understood as follows: during the negative portion of the sinusoid, the membrane is hyperpolarized, and this will tend to de-inactivate $I_A$; however, because of the large period (1 s), $I_A$ will subsequently inactivate before the onset of spiking, resulting in no net effect. In contrast, removal of $I_A$ significantly increased the firing rate for a 5-Hz sinusoid (Fig. 9D). In this case, $I_A$ does not fully inactivate during the shorter depolarizing portion of the sinusoid and thus can have a significant effect on firing rate. Finally, removal of $I_A$ had little effect on the firing rate for a 40-Hz sinusoid (Fig. 9E). In this case, the short hyperpolarization is unlikely to de-inactivate the A-type channels. A plot of the model neuron’s firing rate with and without $I_A$ as a function of frequency revealed an effect for frequencies contained between 1 and 40 Hz (Fig. 9F).

Our modeling results have thus shown that A-type currents can have significant effects on the tuning of neurons in the low-frequency range. As such, our modeling results provide an explanation for why mAChR activation in vivo increased the cell’s response to low-frequency input only.

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown that activation of muscarinic receptors can significantly alter the response of ELL pyramidal neurons to sensory input. In vivo application of the cholinergic agonist carbachol increased pyramidal neuron excitability, leading to an increase in spiking and bursting activity. Moreover, it was found that carbachol application onto pyramidal neurons increased the transmission of the low-frequency components of an external electrosensory signal. The effects of carbachol could be prevented by the muscarinic antagonist atropine, suggesting carbachol was primarily activating muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (mAChR).

To understand the cellular mechanisms that mediate these altered responses, we investigated the consequences of cholinergic receptor activation in vitro. We found that carbachol application also increased pyramidal cell excitability and burst firing and that these effects were also prevented by atropine. Activation of mAChRs in vitro led to a ~4-mV membrane depolarization from a level below threshold accompanied by an increase in the subthreshold membrane resistance. These results suggested that cholinergic receptor activation downregulates an outward current that is active in the subthreshold regime. Because the presence of an A-type current was previously shown in ELL pyramidal neurons (Mathieson and Maler 1988), we set out to determine if this current was being down regulated by mAChR activation. It was found that the K+ channel antagonist 4-AP had effects on the subthreshold membrane kinetics similar to those of carbachol. Furthermore, carbachol could prevent the subthreshold effects of 4-AP, suggesting that mAChR activation downregulates 4-AP-sensitive channels. Because 4-AP is a nonspecific potassium channel blocker, we also used the K+ channel blocker TEA to confirm that the effects of carbachol were confined to the K+ channels that are known to mediate A-type currents. TEA had no significant effect on either the holding potential or the membrane resistance, whereas application of carbachol in the presence of TEA led to changes in holding potential and membrane resistance that were comparable to those seen with carbachol application alone. Because previous studies had shown that blocking A-type currents with 4-AP could have a significant effect on first spike latency (Mathieson and Maler 1988), we measured the effects of carbachol and 4-AP on first spike latency. We confirmed the effect of 4-AP previously shown and additionally demonstrated that carbachol could lead to similar decreases in first spike latency, whereas TEA had no significant effect.

**Control of a neuron’s frequency tuning by A-type currents**

We used a two-compartmental mathematical model to assess if the removal of an A-type current could replicate the effects of carbachol. The model showed that the removal of an A-type current can result in similar changes in burst firing, holding potential, membrane resistance, and first spike latency as those seen under experimental activation of mAChRs, supporting the in vitro findings (Fig. 8). Additionally it was shown that when the model was presented with a noise current injection to mimic sensory stimulation in vivo, removal of $I_A$ resulted in an increased response to low-frequency input, which was similar to that seen after carbachol application in vivo. To understand this effect, we used sinusoidal current injections. It was shown...
that for very low frequencies ($<1$ Hz) removal of $I_A$ had no effect on neuronal response properties. We propose that this is due to the length of the depolarizing phase of the sine wave, which should result in a complete inactivation of $I_A$ by the time spike threshold is reached, thus eliminating its effect. Further, it was shown that at frequencies $>40$ Hz, the removal of $I_A$ again had no effect because the period of hyperpolarization is insufficient to de-inactivate the A-type channels. As such, our modeling results suggest that the downregulation of A-type potassium channels is sufficient to explain the increase in the low-frequency tuning, in the range between 1 and 40 Hz, of pyramidal neurons found in vivo after pharmacological activation of mAChRs.

**Pyramidal neuron’s response to low frequencies is behaviorally relevant**

We have shown that mAChR activation leads to an increased pyramidal neuron response to the low temporal frequency components of sensory input. A number of natural sensory stimuli contain low temporal frequencies. The jamming avoidance response (JAR) (reviewed in Heiligenberg 1991) is a well-described behavior that is triggered by low temporal frequency, spatially diffuse electrosonary stimuli. Specifically, the JAR occurs when a fish encounters a conspecific with an EOD frequency close to its own. These signals can interfere with electrolocation if the frequency difference is $<8$ Hz (Heiligenberg 1991). The fish with the highest EOD frequency increases its EOD frequency until the signals will interfere less with electrolocation. However, previous in vivo studies have shown that pyramidal neurons generally display poor responses to low-frequency global stimuli (Bastian et al. 2002, 2004; Chacron 2006; Chacron et al. 2003, 2005). Our results show that cholinergic input has the capacity to make pyramidal neurons more responsive to these stimuli.

Alternatively, prey can also cause low-frequency stimuli. However, these signals are more spatially localized (Nelson and Maciver 1999). It is therefore also possible that the cholinergic pathway can increase the response of pyramidal neurons to prey stimuli, thereby improving the animal’s prey detection abilities. Although further studies are needed to understand how and when cholinergic input becomes active, it...
A number of higher order functions can be controlled by cholinergic input including, but not limited to, attention (Bucci et al. 1998; Voytko et al. 1994), learning (Fine et al. 1997; Miranda and Bermudez-Rattoni 1999), and memory (Hasselmo et al. 1998; Voytko et al. 1994), and visual system, cholinergic input can lead to potentiation through an enhancement of the signal to noise ratio (Gu 2003).

In the hippocampus, LTP may be facilitated when a backpropagating spike is paired with an EPSP (Magee and Johnston 1997). It has been shown that the downregulation of an A-type current can increase the backpropagation of dendritic spikes (Hoffman et al. 1997). It is likely that the downregulation of $I_A$ can lead to an increase in the strength of the backpropagating spike and thus facilitate LTP, when paired with an EPSP as described in the preceding text. This may be one mechanism through which $I_A$ can regulate higher order processes, such as learning. The dendritic modification of $I_A$ by mAChRs suggests that we have shown here results in an increased response to low-frequency input through an increase in bursting. The reduction of $I_A$ may result in an increase in backpropagation of dendritic spikes in a similar way to that described for the facilitation of LTP. The backpropagation of dendritic spikes has been shown to control bursting in ELL pyramidal neurons (Lemon and Turner 2000; Turner et al. 1994), and because bursts are strong encoders of low frequencies in this system (Oswald et al. 2004), control of backpropagation by $I_A$ may be the mechanism whereby the frequency response is modulated. In fact mathematical modeling has suggested that the removal of a low-threshold potassium current ($I_{K_{L,T}}$) from pyramidal neurons has the same effect as decreasing the size of a sodium spike (Fernandez et al. 2005a), which has been shown to modulate burst frequency (Fernandez et al. 2005b).

Downregulation of A-type currents by cholinergic receptor activation has already been demonstrated in other systems such as the hippocampus (Nakajima et al. 1986) and neostriatum (Akins et al. 1990; Nakamura et al. 1997). Activation of M1 receptors leads to an increase in protein kinase C (PKC) that can lead to a decrease in Kv4-generated currents. The kinetics of Kv4 type channels suggest they can generate an A-type current (Coetzee et al. 1999; Song 2002). Interestingly it has also been shown that PKC may modulate $I_A$ through a positive shift in the activation curve (Hoffman and Johnston 1998) instead of the direct reduction in $I_A$ that was previously described. In weakly electric fish, it has been suggested that a positive shift in the $I_A$ activation curve can prevent its influence on bursting (Fernandez et al. 2005a). It then appears that regardless of whether $I_A$ is directly reduced or if the activation curve is shifted, mAChR modulation may produce the alterations in bursting described in this study through the activation of a PKC pathway.

Muscarinic control of the A-type current

A number of higher order functions can be controlled by cholinergic input including, but not limited to, attention (Bucci et al. 1998; Voytko et al. 1994), learning (Fine et al. 1997; Miranda and Bermudez-Rattoni 1999), and memory (Hasselmo et al. 1992; Sarter et al. 2005). These types of modulations often elevate sensory responsiveness and occur when a cholinergic pathway is activated in conjunction with an external sensory stimulus. An example of such control occurs in the somatosensory cortex where a stimulus response can be enhanced by stimulating descending cholinergic pathways from the cortex during the presentation of an external cue (Donoghue and Carroll 1987; Rasmusson and Dykes 1988). In the visual system, cholinergic input can lead to potentiation through an enhancement of the signal to noise ratio (Gu 2003).

In the hippocampus, LTP may be facilitated when a backpropagating spike is paired with an EPSP (Magee and Johnston 1997). It has been shown that the downregulation of an A-type current can increase the backpropagation of dendritic spikes (Hoffman et al. 1997). It is likely that the downregulation of $I_A$ can lead to an increase in the strength of the backpropagating spike and thus facilitate LTP, when paired with an EPSP as described in the preceding text. This may be one mechanism through which $I_A$ can regulate higher order processes, such as learning. The dendritic modification of $I_A$ by mAChRs that we have shown here results in an increased response to low-frequency input through an increase in bursting. The reduction of $I_A$ may result in an increase in backpropagation of dendritic spikes in a similar way to that described for the facilitation of LTP. The backpropagation of dendritic spikes has been shown to control bursting in ELL pyramidal neurons (Lemon and Turner 2000; Turner et al. 1994), and because bursts are strong encoders of low frequencies in this system (Oswald et al. 2004), control of backpropagation by $I_A$ may be the mechanism whereby the frequency response is modulated. In fact mathematical modeling has suggested that the removal of a low-threshold potassium current ($I_{K_{L,T}}$) from pyramidal neurons has the same effect as decreasing the size of a sodium spike (Fernandez et al. 2005a), which has been shown to modulate burst frequency (Fernandez et al. 2005b).

Downregulation of A-type currents by cholinergic receptor activation has already been demonstrated in other systems such as the hippocampus (Nakajima et al. 1986) and neostriatum (Akins et al. 1990; Nakamura et al. 1997). Activation of M1 receptors leads to an increase in protein kinase C (PKC) that can lead to a decrease in Kv4-generated currents. The kinetics of Kv4 type channels suggest they can generate an A-type current (Coetzee et al. 1999; Song 2002). Interestingly it has also been shown that PKC may modulate $I_A$ through a positive shift in the activation curve (Hoffman and Johnston 1998) instead of the direct reduction in $I_A$ that was previously described. In weakly electric fish, it has been suggested that a positive shift in the $I_A$ activation curve can prevent its influence on bursting (Fernandez et al. 2005a). It then appears that regardless of whether $I_A$ is directly reduced or if the activation curve is shifted, mAChR modulation may produce the alterations in bursting described in this study through the activation of a PKC pathway.

**Cholinergic input pathway**

Cholinergic input unto pyramidal cells most likely originates from eurydendroid cells within the caudal lobe of the cerebellum (Berman and Maler 1999; Maler et al. 1981; Mathieson and Maler 1988; Phan and Maler 1983). The circuitry within the caudal lobe of the cerebellum is similar to that of the deep
cerebellar nuclei in mammalian systems (Finger 1978). Although the general morphology (Guest 1983) and some of the cellular projections (Carr et al. 1986) of eurydendroid cells have been investigated, the sensory responsiveness of this cell type is unknown and may be activated by input from higher brain centers similar to the cholinergic pathways in mammalian systems. The results presented here make the analysis of this input pathway a critical component required to understand its effects on sensory processing.

A recent review has highlighted the similarities between ELL pyramidal neurons and LGN relay cells in terms of burst firing (Krahe and Gabbiani 2004). LGN relay cells have a well-characterized burst mechanism (Sherman 2001) and in the LGN bursts transmit information about low-frequency stimuli (Lesica and Stanley 2004). The results presented here along with previous work showing an increase in burst firing can increase a neuron’s response to low frequencies (Osvald et al. 2004) are consistent with the results from the LGN. Because A-type potassium currents are present in LGN relay cells (Budde et al. 1992) and because acetylcholine has been shown to increase their excitability (Kemp and Sillito 1982; Sillito et al. 1983), it is possible that regulation of burst firing by A-type channels regulates information transmission in the LGN in a manner similar to that observed in ELL.

Overall, control of frequency tuning through the regulation of A-type currents is likely to be found in other systems and may be a general mechanism by which neural responses to sensory input are regulated. Enhanced processing of specific sensory information through increases in excitability mediated by the downregulation of an $I_A$ current may thus be a general feature of sensory processing regulating higher cognitive functions such as attention in mammals.
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